




A journey of 

30+ years
It all started in 1991, with a hope of making a living & who knew,
it would be a passionate  journey to cherish.





New Beginnings
One of the largest single units of
Granite Mining in Rajasthan



mining areas across India.
50 hectare +

Acquired



SONI GRANITE MINING COMPANY



Presenting Quality & Integrity
Not just stone but a promise that lasts Forever. 



Immerse yourself in its captivating beauty, where the essence of nature and the vitality of rivers 
converge Elevate your space with timeless allure, harmonizing daily life with the natural world.
Let Onda Marino be your guide to an inspiring living experience, rejuvenating your senses and
fostering a deeper connection. Embrace its organic beauty, creating a sanctuary that reflects 
your appreciation for the extraordinary. Discover boundless possibilities in the gentle waves of 
rivers, finding harmony and inspiration from nature's rhythmic flow. Live a life connected to the 
wonders of the natural world, embodied in Onda Marino.

“Embrace nature's whispers, let it inspire your extraordinary living”



Luna Valor
Granite with forceful and commanding wave-like patterns,
evoking a sense of  energy and dynamism



From the house of SMG - mining sustainably & responsibly



Entre Sereno
Granite with gentle and peaceful waves, creating a sense of
harmony and  tranquility



From the house of SMG - mining sustainably & responsibly



Inspired by YOU for YOU!

Experience the finest granite  surfaces - procured, processed &  personalised
with excellence and  experience for you.

Thickness
with 2 CM & 3 CM

Size category
Cut | large | jumbo

Touch
Italian polish | leather, flamed, lepatora 



Leveraging the hardest stone on earth to build the
forever structures for mankind.

#buildFOREVER#buildFOREVER

Industrial
Defence

Factory Floors

Institutional
Townships

Hotels & Resorts
Hospitals
Colleges
Schools

Railway/ Metros
Bus Stands

Airports

Inevitable
Temples

Legendary Monuments
Legacy Buildings



"Embrace the craftsmanship of nature, inspired by the essence of you."

Father & Son - two engineers on a journey of building nation sustainably & responsibly

RAVI SONI

Digital Evangelist
An IIT Delhi alum

Passionate Miner
B.Tech, CTAE Udaipur

RADHE SHYAM SONI



Thank you.
"Live like a mighty river.'— Gautama Buddha”

+91 9636344777 www.sonigranites.comsales@sonigranites.com




